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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to digital hall-
marking verification processes and systems and to cor-
responding methods of and systems for communication.

Background to the Invention

[0002] When an internet user accesses an internet site
(often referred to as a web site) it is often difficult to de-
termine how confident the user should be of the bona
fides of the site and site provider. It is known, therefore,
for third parties to offer a digital hallmarking service.
[0003] A digital hallmark service operates as follows.
A web site provider will have their site verified or authen-
ticated, for instance for the security of their commercial
transactions if a user purchases items or services from
them over the internet, and once verified the verification
centre gives the provider a verification number. A user,
when accessing the site, will see a pictorial representa-
tion of a verification, often in the form of an illustration of
a seal, which if they click upon it will link them to a page
with details of the verification and the unique verification
number.
[0004] Although at first sight this may seem a useful
system, it is very easily open to abuse. A nefarious site
provider can simply copy the link image (typically a seal)
and a verification page from a respectable verification
provider or competitor site and the user accessing the
site is none the wiser. There is no independent verifica-
tion at this stage.
[0005] US-A-6 018 724 discloses a hallmark verifica-
tion process running on a user device. It is, therefore, a
significant problem that current verification systems do
not in reality offer security or confidence to users.
[0006] It is an aim of the preferred embodiments of the
invention to obviate or overcome disadvantages encoun-
tered in relation to the prior art.

Summary of the Invention

[0007] According to the present invention in a first as-
pect, there is provided a hallmark verification process for
verifying a hallmark of a web site, the process comprising
the step of a user activating a hallmark verification proc-
ess on a device with access to the web site characterised
in that the verification activation is external of the content
of the web site, whereby the web site does not have ac-
cess to the activation of the verification request.
[0008] This process allows verification to be accom-
plished without a potentially nefarious web site operator
being able to interfere in the process.
[0009] In this specification, unless the context requires
otherwise, the hallmark verification source may be based
locally or remotely.
[0010] Further features of the present invention are set

out in the appended claims.

Brief Description of the Figures

[0011] The present invention will now be described by
way of example only, with reference to the Figures that
follow; in which:

Figure 1 is a schematic illustration of the operation
of the present invention.

Figure 2 is a schematic illustration of a system ac-
cording to the present invention.

Figure 3 is a schematic illustration of a web page
illustrating part of the present invention.

Figure 4 is a functional flow diagram illustrating a
third embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 5 is a schematic illustration of a web page
illustrating another part of the present invention.

Figure 6 is a functional flow diagram illustrating a
fourth embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 7 is a functional flow diagram illustrating a
fifth embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 8 is a functional flow diagram illustrating a
sixth embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 9 is a functional flow diagram illustrating a
seventh embodiment of the present invention.

Description of the Preferred Embodiments

[0012] Referring to Figures 1 and 2 of the drawings
that follow, a digital hallmarking verification process ac-
cording to the present invention is now described. For
the purpose of this description it is assumed that PC com-
puter systems are used with a WINDOWS (Trade Mark)
Operating System and MICROSOFT (Trade Mark) ap-
plications. It will be appreciated that other systems and
applications can be used.
[0013] The system essentially requires a user 2 oper-
ating from a computer terminal 4 with internet access in
communication (typically via the internet) with a third par-
ty web site 6, in this case a merchant 8 offering over the
internet (indicated schematically in Figure 2 by numeral
10) a commercial transaction. There is also provided a
hallmark verification source ("HVS") 12 which is in elec-
tronic communication with both the user 2 and the mer-
chant 8.
[0014] When the user 2 accesses the merchant’s site
6, with reference to Figure 3 a digital hallmark 14 is dis-
played on the screen of the user 2 as part of the site,
typically in the form of a seal, padlock or other represent-
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ative device. The web site is displayed as a window 18
with other text and or pictorial elements 20.
[0015] The user 2 wishes to verify the digital hallmark
14 on the merchant’s site 6. In order to do so, in step A
of Figure 1 the user 2 activates from the users windows
task bar or INTERNET EXPLORER (Trade Mark) tool
bar (locations external to the digital content of the web
site and outside the control thereof) the hallmark verifi-
cation process. It is to be noted that the locations external
to the digital content of the web site cannot be forged by
the merchant 8 and the merchant 8 will not even know
when this verification process is requested. The plug-in
software implemented in the process then checks the
address (Unique Reference Locator - URL) of the web
site in focus and requests confirmation of the hallmark
14 displayed on that particular address by communicat-
ing with the HVS 12. The users terminal 4 communicates
with HVS 12 via the internet 10 providing the URL of the
web site 6.
[0016] In step B of Figure 1, the HVS 12 checks the
web site information (URL) provided by user 2 against
its records and if the web site is validated, returns to the
user 2 data comprising an index number accompanied
by a random number and any corresponding information
that may be desired relating to the merchant 8 in question,
for instance this information may include the level of their
e-commerce security, a value of transaction up to which
the merchant is accredited etc.
[0017] In step C of Figure 1, occurring at substantially
the same time as step B, the index number and random
number are sent by HVS 12 to the merchant 8.
[0018] In step D of Figure 1, upon receiving the index
number and random number from the HVS 12, the user
2 sends the index number to the merchant 4 which sub-
mits a request for the merchant 8 to provide the corre-
sponding random number for this particular index number
to the user 2, which occurs at step E of Figure 1.
[0019] Having identified the random number the user
2 wants (via the index number) the merchant 8 sends the
random number to the user 2 who then compares the
random number received from the HVS 12 with the ran-
dom number received from the merchant 4. If they cor-
respond then the hallmark has been verified and the site
can be deemed authentic. The user 2 is then informed
of the authenticity on screen.
[0020] In addition as a further security option, the sys-
tem and process can generate random data packets
which are sent periodically (though preferably not on a
regular or predictable basis) to the HVS 12 so that anyone
intercepting the signals cannot tell which is a verification
request. Otherwise it is conceivable that a person seek-
ing to falsely authenticate a site could tell when a verifi-
cation request is submitted and respond themselves in
place of the HVS 12 with the user unaware of the sub-
stitution.
[0021] It is noted that if multiple digital hallmarks are
displayed on one web site, the system displays them all
in a new "pop-up" window. The user 2 can then select

the hallmark(s) to be verified. The verification process
described above takes place for the or each hallmark to
be verified.
[0022] In an alternative embodiment (or that can be
provided as an additional feature of the embodiment de-
scribed above) instead of the HVS 12 generating the ver-
ification signal itself, the verification signal can be gen-
erated by the user 2. Such a user generated verification
signal can be encrypted for transmission to the HVS 12
and merchant 8. Ideally the user generated verification
signal is encrypted separately for transmission to the
HVS 12 which decrypts the signal and encrypts it differ-
ently to be sent to the merchant 8. This can add additional
security for the user 2 because the user generated ver-
ification signal can be known only to the user 2.
[0023] Thus, the user can obtain hallmark verification
by activating an independent application and activating
an action independent of the web site in focus.
[0024] Optionally all communication between the user
2, merchant 8 and HVS 12 can be encrypted for extra
security.
[0025] In a third embodiment of the present invention,
a verification is obtained without the need for communi-
cation with a HVS 12, though in some modifications it
can do so. The user, merchant and HVS will be referred
to as above, though the verification steps differ in detail.
The third embodiment is described in relation to Figure
4 of the drawings that follow.
[0026] In this third embodiment once a user has ac-
cessed a web site (step 100) containing at least one hall-
mark, the user requests (step 102) verification of the hall-
mark(s) by clicking on a system tray icon for this appli-
cation (i.e. where the web site in focus does not have
access to the request) referred to here for convenience
as E-SIGIL (trade mark). The E-SIGIL plug-in software
then reads the URL of the browser in focus (or the last
in focus if multiple browser windows are open).
[0027] Next the E-SIGIL software identifies (step 104)
which hallmark (s) 14 the site has. It does so by reading
the html code of the web site and identifying a recognition
tag for a hallmark. Any hallmark provided for verification
by the E-SIGIL software includes such a tag which is a
predetermined alphanumeric, in this case ESIGIL fol-
lowed by the relevant attributes and a closer symbol eg
">". If a hallmark on the web site does not include the E-
SIGIL tag it will not be validated and hence deemed
invalid by the software.
[0028] In this case, hallmarks for validation by the E-
SIGIL software include a recognition tag and a digital
certificate. A suitable digital certificate format is that of
the X509 digital certificate.
[0029] The digital certificate includes the following ded-
icated information:

a) the URL of the web site authorised to publish the
particular hallmark;

b) the file name, file format, file size and file dimen-
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sions of the hallmark;

c) the expiry date for the hallmark;

d) optionally, a hash of a) and b) above; and

e) optionally, the location of the Certificate Revoca-
tion List or On-Line Certificate Revocation Server
(see below).

[0030] In addition the X509 digital certificate includes
the following information as standard:

i) version
ii) serial number
iii) signature algorithm ID
iv) issuer name
v) validity period
vi) subject name
vii) subject public key information
viii) signature on the above fields

[0031] The digital certificate contains a secret key en-
cryption (digital certificate) of the data referred to above
(using a public key infrastructure). Thus, the user having
the public key for decryption of the issuers secret key in
the E-SIGIL software can decrypt (step 106) the digital
certificate and obtain the data in a)-c) (and optionally d)
and e)) above. This verifies the data.
[0032] Next the E-SIGIL software uses the decrypted
information to verify (or otherwise) the hallmark(s) by:

1) Comparing the URL contained in the certificate
(see a) above) with that of the site being visited (step
108).

2) Comparing the file name, file size and file dimen-
sions (see b) above) contained in the certificate with
the corresponding attributes of the hallmark present-
ed by the web site (step 110).

3) Checking the revocation date of the hallmark to
ensure its validation is still current. This is done by
checking the hallmark against a database of hall-
marks and corresponding revocation dates in the
Certificate Revocation List stored locally or Certifi-
cate Revocation Server on a remote machine (step
112).

[0033] Only if all three tests are passed does the E-
SIGIL software confirm to the user (step 114) that the
hallmark is verified (though in other versions other com-
binations of the tests may be used and even just one
alone).
[0034] Optionally, the following criteria can also be
used to verify the hallmark:

4) A hash of the information a) and b) above can be

compared with the decrypted version; and/or

5) Confirm the hallmark revocation status according
to the Certificate Revocation List and/or On-Line
Revocation Server located, typically, at the HVS.

[0035] To communicate the result of the verification
analysis to the user over the E-SIGIL software. A number
of alternatives are proposed, typically using a plug-in for
the internet browser software:

blank out content of the web site except for verified
hallmarks (see Figure 5 of the drawings that follow
and compare with Figure 3 the other element 20 no
longer being visible);

provide the user with a pointer in the shape of a mag-
nifier. The user moves the pointer over a hallmark.
If it is authentic, the hallmark will remain, if not it will
disappear;

the authentic hallmarks will flash (or adopt some oth-
er visual identifier such as changing colour). To pre-
vent the merchant from emulating an authentic hall-
mark it will flash with a specific colour that changes
every minute. The same colour will be displayed in
the E-SIGIL tray icon (the random colour is set by,
and communicated to the E-SIGIL software by the
HVS). If the hallmark is flashing, but does not flash
using the displayed colour, the user will know that
the hallmark is being faked; or

alternatively the use of a colour, as in the preceding
paragraph, could be substituted with a recognisable
shape. The hallmark would then flash, alternately
displayed images of the hallmark and of the HVS
defined shape which is also displayed on the E-SIGIL
tray icon.

[0036] Any hallmarks not so identified will be regarded
by the user as invalid.
[0037] Thus, the user can obtain hallmark verification
by activating an independent application and activating
an action independent of the web site in focus.
[0038] A fourth embodiment according to the present
invention is described with reference to Figure 6 of the
drawings that follow. Upon being activated by a user click-
ing on the relevant icon in the system tray, the E-SIGIL
software reads (step 208) the URL of the browser in focus
(or the last in focus if multiple browser windows are open).
The read URL is then sent to the HVS 12 (step 202).
[0039] In this fourth embodiment, the HVS 12 stores
and maintains a list of valid hallmarks for a specific URL
and associated attributes of those hallmarks (item 204).
[0040] The HVS 12 returns data to the E-SIGIL appli-
cation giving details of the hallmarks that are valid for the
specific URL identified and the corresponding hallmark
attributes (step 206).
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[0041] The E-SIGIL software next searches the in-fo-
cus web site 6 HTML code for a hallmark tag which is a
predetermined alphanumeric, in this case ESIGIL fol-
lowed by the relevant attributes and a closer symbol eg
">" (step 208). When a tag is identified, the attributes of
the corresponding hallmark are read (step 210). These
attributes will be: logo file name, format, size and dimen-
sions. Optionally, a hash may be taken of the hallmark
attributes and information as described above.
[0042] The contents of the tag identified hallmark are
compared with the data returned from the HVS 12 (step
212). The E-SIGIL software confirms if the hallmark is
valid by comparing the HVS provided data with that ob-
tained from the hallmark of the web site in focus. If the
data corresponds then the hallmark is validated.
[0043] The validation of the hallmark is communicated
to the user (step 214) as in the third embodiment of the
present invention described above. It is noted that in both
these embodiments, the software does not identify fake
hallmarks as such, rather it identifies valid hallmarks.
[0044] As an alternative, the HVS can store a hash of
the data of the hallmark which hash can be compared
with a hash of the hallmark of the web site in focus.
[0045] The E-SIGIL software identifies the tag of the
hallmarks by carrying out a global search of the HTML
code of the web site in focus.
[0046] Thus, the user can obtain hallmark verification
by activating an independent application and activating
an action independent of the web site in focus.
[0047] A fifth embodiment of the present invention is
described with reference to Figure 7 of the drawings that
follow. In this fifth embodiment the HVS stores hallmark
data for each hallmark verified. The hallmark data may
comprise the actual hallmark image file or a hallmark
identification number.
[0048] In this embodiment the E-SIGIL software is ac-
tivated as above (or automatically - the validation process
can be executed automatically for each web site as the
browser gains focus) (step 300). The E-SIGIL software
reads the address (URL) of the web site in focus, or last
in focus, (step 302) and submits a request to the HVS 12
for hallmark data regarding all valid hallmarks for this
particular site (step 304).
[0049] The HVS 12 returns its stored hallmark data for
a particular site (step 306).
[0050] The user is then provided (step 308) with a sep-
arate window, external to the browser, the web site not
having control over the separate window, in which the
sites’ valid hallmarks are displayed. In this case there is
no need for the web site even to present a hallmark on
the displayed site as the user will know only to trust hall-
marks displayed within the separate window.
[0051] To display the hallmark images, if the HVS 12
returns an image file to the user then the image can be
displayed within the separate window. In the alternative
version in which an identification is returned to the E-
SIGIL software, this number is used to match to a data-
base of locally stored image files from which the corre-

sponding hallmark is displayed within the separate win-
dow. Using this version, network traffic is reduced dras-
tically as the HVS 12 need only inform the E-SIGIL soft-
ware of which hallmarks to display. Each time the E-SIGIL
software contacts the HVS 12, it checks to see if there
are any updates of image files to be downloaded (alter-
natively this can be done by regular e-mails or other meth-
ods of communicating the updated image files and cor-
responding numbers to a database on the local users
machine).
[0052] Thus, the user can obtain hallmark verification
by activating an independent application and activating
an action independent of the web site in focus.
[0053] Typically the HVS 12 will be available over a
local or wide area network or via the internet (each being
a distributed electronic network). It is noted, however,
that the hallmark data may be on the user’s machine, i.
e. the HVS is on the user’s machine.
[0054] A sixth embodiment of the present invention is
described with reference to Figure 8 of the drawings that
follow. In this sixth embodiment hallmarks are verified
automatically. All hallmarks verifiable by this version of
the E-SIGIL software have added to them a characteristic
visual signature comprising a graphical border around
the hallmark or some sort of other added graphical ele-
ment which identifies them as E-SIGIL verified. In one
version this embodiment the visual signature comprises
an image of a padlock. For the reasons set out above,
according to the present invention this visual identifica-
tion is not itself trusted but is verified independently of
the web site in focus.
[0055] In this case, the HVS takes a more active role
because it irregularly but frequently conducts a sweep of
all web sites listed as containing verified hallmarks and
reads them by taking a snapshot thereof (step 400). Us-
ing a neural network back propagation pattern recogni-
tion algorithm trained to recognise the visual signature
(step 402), the HVS searches for hallmark carrying a vis-
ual signature, identifies the corresponding hallmark (step
404) and verifies that the web site is authenticated to
display the specific hallmark in question (step 406). Ac-
cordingly, when a user 2 accesses a web site 6, the E-
SIGIL software according to this embodiment of the in-
vention sends the URL of the web site in focus (or the
last site in focus if multiple browser windows are open)
to the HVS 12.
[0056] Once the HVS 12 is informed of the URL in focus
by the user’s terminal 4, it provides details of verified
hallmarks 14 for the particular site. The verified hallmark
details may be provided by either of the methods set out
according to the third to fifth embodiment of the present
invention.
[0057] If any unauthorised hallmarks have been iden-
tified, the HVS 12 instructs the E-SIGIL software to dis-
play a warning signal (typically a red light image) (step
408). If the site contains only authorised hallmarks, the
HVS instructs the E-SIGIL software to display a verified
signal (typically a green light image) (step 410). During
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the process of verification a "pending" visual signal is
provided (typically an amber light image) so the E-SIGIL
software can display the status of verification of hallmarks
on a web site by using a red, amber and green "traffic
light" indication process either in a system tray or in an
expandable separate window from the web site.
[0058] It is noted that the frequency of the snapshots
can and generally will be altered to avoid unauthorised
interference. Further, multiple snapshots may be takeN
to eliminate possible circumvention of the system using
animated logos. For example, if a hallmark is drawn using
JavaScript trade mark, it may appear on the web site at
a rate of 25 different parts every second. This process
would allow the true image of the hallmark to be missed
out of the snapshot, while at the same time appearing in
the full image to the human eye. By employing a multiple
snapshot method, the snapshot will reveal exactly what
is seen by the user.
[0059] Verification of identified hallmarks can be car-
ried out by determining whether the hallmark image file
of the web site is a direct match to the image file stored
at the HVS. If the file is identical (file name, file size, file
dimensions and an optional hash) and the HVS database
confirms that this particular URL is authorised to present
the particular hallmark, the HVS confirms the authentic-
ity. Alternatively, the additional certificate verification
method according to the second embodiment of the
present invention can be adopted.
[0060] As an alternative version of this embodiment of
the invention the user may send a snapshot of the iden-
tified (by the visual signature) hallmark to the HVS for
verification.
[0061] In a further embodiment, the neural network
software is on the user’s computer. In that case the neural
network software takes snapshots (or simply reads the
html or XML of the page) looking for a specific image. If
such an image is found, the software checks the location
and what it is attached to verify that it has a valid certifi-
cate. If there is no valid verified certificate, a correspond-
ing warning message is displayed.
[0062] The hallmark verification process according to
this embodiment of the present invention can therefore
be undertaken automatically.
[0063] Thus, the user can obtain hallmark verification
by activating an application independent of the web site
in focus.
[0064] A seventh embodiment of the present invention
is described with reference to Figure 9 of the drawings
that follow. In this seventh embodiment the digital certif-
icate contains within the digital certificate on the web
page code requiring the browser to obtain an object for
display which is the certificate.
[0065] The following code appears in the web page 6
to identify a certificate of this type, referred to for conven-
ience as an E-SIGIL (trade mark) certificate:

embed
(identifies to the browser that a third-party plug in is

required to read the embedded object).

mime type = "x-esigil"
(specifies the plug-in required to read the object with-
in the <embed> tags.

width = "100" height = "81"
(indicate the browser must allocate a window within
the browser and specifies the size of the window to
be drawn in which to display the data processed by
the plug-in - in this case the hallmark 14 (logo).

src = "filename.esl"
(specifies the name and location of the E-SIGIL cer-
tificate).

[0066] Thus when this code is reached by the browser
it uses the E-SIGIL plug-in application which is directed
to the location of a digital certificate in X.509 format. The
certificate contains a gif file for displaying a digital hall-
mark 14, including the location thereof, which the plug-
in application displays on the window. Whenever the
plug-in application reads a certificate is automatically
places certificate and window handle (identity of the win-
dow to which the certificate belongs) in the Registry. In
and of itself, this does not verify the validity of the hallmark
because it could have been created and displayed inde-
pendently by, for instance, a fraudulent web site operator.
[0067] Thus, as the web site is accessed (step 500),
html code within the web site directs a certificate within
the web site to the plug-in application (step 502), which
verifies the digital signature of the certificate (step 504),
extracts the digital hallmark gif file from the certificate
(step 506) and displays the hallmark 14 accordingly (step
508). The registry is updated with certificate and window
handle data (step 510).
[0068] To verify the hallmark the plug-in application is
activated (step 512), usually by clicking on an icon in the
system tray. The plug-in application then checks the reg-
istry for all certificate and window handle data (step 514).
The plug-in application then verifies (step 516) the digital
signature of all certificates identified in step 514. After
identifying which certificate belongs to which window,
from the window handle data, the plug-in application
draws a single colour opaque image within either file last
used browser or the entire screen except for gaps or
holes left at the object location or locations corresponding
to the relevant vertical certificate(s) (step 518). Thus the
hallmark images extracted from the valid certificates will
remain visible, and nothing else, therefore verifying the
validity of the relevant hallmark(s) 14. As an alternative,
the entire screen can be blanked out and the hallmark(s)
14 re-displayed. After a few seconds, the screen image
is returned to normal (step 520).
[0069] Thus verification is determined by a separate
application outside the control of the browser and web
site operator. The present invention can find particular
applicability when used to verify the hallmarking of sites
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for so-called e-commerce. For instance if a site is hall-
marked to indicate that it is safe and secure to use for
VISA/MASTERCARD (trade marks) financial transac-
tions, the present invention in its several aspects can be
used for hallmark verification.
[0070] The hallmark(s) to be verified may be on the
main page of a site or can be provided by a hyperlink to
a hallmark page. In this way the user need not update
their site themselves.
[0071] Thus, a verified hallmark may be distinctively
displayed.
[0072] Although the preferred embodiments of the
present invention have been described in relation to its
implementation on a personal computer platform, other
data communication devices can also be utilised.
[0073] It is noted that the software application typically
used to put this process and system in to practice is ac-
tivated independently of the web site in focus.
[0074] Corrections referred to as being via the internet
can be by other communication methods eg buy a local
area network ("LAN") or wide area network ("WAN"). Al-
though the present invention finds particular benefit when
used in relation to internet connections, the HVS can also
be a database and/or application on a user’s machine.

Claims

1. A software-executed hallmark verification process
for verifying a hallmark (14) of a web site, the process
comprising activating a hallmark verification process
on a user device (4) with access to the web site,
whereby the verification activation is external of the
content of the web site by validating the hallmark by
a hallmark verification source (12), HVS, which is
also external of the web site, whereby the web site
does not have access to the activation of the verifi-
cation request or the HVS;
whereby upon activation a URL of a browser in focus
is read by software running on the user device (200);
the read URL is sent (202) to the HVS; the HVS
stores and maintains (204) a list of valid hallmarks
for a specific URL and associated attributes of those
hallmarks;
the HVS returns (206) data giving details of the hall-
marks that are valid for the specific URL identified
and the corresponding hallmark attributes;
the software searches (208) the in-focus web site
HTML code for a hallmark tag; when a tag is identi-
fied, the attributes of the corresponding hallmark are
read (210); the contents of the tag identified hallmark
are compared (212) with the data returned from the
HVS; the software confirms if the hallmark is valid
by comparing the HVS provided data with that ob-
tained from the hallmark of the web site in focus,
whereby if the data corresponds then the hallmark
is validated; and
the validation of the hallmark is communicated to the

user (214).

2. A hallmark verification process according to claim 1,
in which the web site comprises a digital certificate.

3. A hallmark verification process according to claim 2,
in which the digital certificate comprises data for dis-
playing the hallmark (14).

4. A hallmark verification system for verifying a hall-
mark of a web site, the system comprising a user
device (4), a merchant device (6) and a hallmark
verification device (12), the user device being con-
figured to activate a hallmark verification process ac-
cording to any one of claims 1 to 3.

Patentansprüche

1. Softwareausgeführter Echtheitskennzeichen-Verifi-
zierungsprozess zum Verifizieren eines Echtheits-
kennzeichens (14) einer Webseite, wobei der Pro-
zess Aktivieren eines Echtheitskennzeichen-Verifi-
zierungsprozesses auf einer Benutzereinrichtung
(4) mit Zugang zu der Webseite umfasst, wobei die
Verifizierungsaktivierung extern zum Inhalt der
Webseite durch Validieren des Echtheitskennzei-
chens durch eine Echtheitskennzeichen-Verifizie-
rungsquelle (12) bzw. HVS (Hallmark Verification
Source) stattfindet, die sich auch extern zur Webs-
eite befindet, wobei die Webseite keinen Zugang zu
der Aktivierung der Verifizierungsanforderung oder
der HVF aufweist;
wobei nach der Aktivierung eine URL eines anvisier-
ten Browsers durch eine Software gelesen wird, die
auf der Benutzereinrichtung ausgeführt wird (200);
die gelesene URL zu der HVS gesendet wird (202);
die HVS eine Liste gültiger Echtheitskennzeichen für
eine spezifische URL und assoziierte Attribute die-
ser Echtheitskennzeichen speichert und verwaltet
(204);
die HVS Daten, die Einzelheiten der Echtheitskenn-
zeichen, die für die spezifische identifizierte URL gül-
tig sind, und die entsprechenden Echtheitskennzei-
chenattribute geben, wiedergibt (206);
die Software den anvisierten Webseiten-HTML-Co-
de nach einem Echtheitskennzeichen-Tag durch-
sucht (208) ;
wenn ein Tag identifiziert wird, die Attribute des ent-
sprechenden Echtheitskennzeichens gelesen wer-
den (210);
die Inhalte des Tag-identifizierten Echtheitskennzei-
chens mit den Daten verglichen werden, die von der
HVS wiedergegeben werden (212) ;
die Software bestätigt, ob das Echtheitskennzeichen
gültig ist, indem sie die HVS-bereitgestellten Daten
mit denen vergleicht,
die vom Echtheitskennzeichen der anvisierten
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Webseite erhalten werden, wobei, falls die Daten
übereinstimmen, dann das Echtheitskennzeichen
validiert wird; und
die Validierung des Echtheitskennzeichens zum Be-
nutzer kommuniziert wird (214).

2. Echtheitskennzeichen-Verifizierungsprozess nach
Anspruch 1, bei dem die Webseite ein digitales Zer-
tifikat umfasst.

3. Echtheitskennzeichen-Verifizierungsprozess nach
Anspruch 2, bei dem das digitale Zertifikat Daten
zum Anzeigen des Echtheitskennzeichens (14) um-
fasst.

4. Echtheitskennzeichen-Verifizierungssystem zum
Verifizieren eines Echtheitskennzeichens einer
Webseite, wobei das System eine Benutzereinrich-
tung (4), eine Händlereinrichtung (6) und eine Echt-
heitskennzeichen-Verifizierungseinrichtung (12)
umfasst, wobei die Benutzereinrichtung dazu aus-
gelegt ist, einen Echtheitskennzeichen-Verifizie-
rungsprozess nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3 zu
aktivieren.

Revendications

1. Procédé de vérification de marque distinctive exé-
cuté par logiciel permettant de vérifier une marque
distinctive (14) d’un site Web, le procédé compre-
nant l’activation d’un procédé de vérification de mar-
que distinctive sur un dispositif utilisateur (4) ayant
accès au site Web, l’activation de la vérification étant
externe au contenu du site Web par validation de la
marque distinctive par une source de vérification de
marque distinctive (12), HVS, laquelle est également
externe au site Web, le site Web n’ayant pas accès
à l’activation de la requête de vérification ou à la
HVS ;
moyennant quoi, dès l’activation, un URL d’un navi-
gateur concerné est lu par un logiciel s’exécutant sur
le dispositif utilisateur (200) ;
l’URL lu est transmis (202) à la HVS ;
la HVS enregistre et tient à jour (204) une liste de
marques distinctives valides pour un URL particulier
et des attributs associés de ces marques
distinctives ;
la HVS renvoie (206) des données fournissant des
détails des marques distinctives qui sont valides
pour l’URL particulier identifié et des attributs cor-
respondants des marques distinctives ;
le logiciel recherche (208), dans le code HTML du
site Web concerné, une étiquette de marque
distinctive ;
lorsqu’une étiquette est identifiée, les attributs de la
marque distinctive correspondante sont lus (210) ;
les contenus de la marque distinctive identifiée par

l’étiquette sont comparés (212) aux données ren-
voyées par la HVS ;
le logiciel confirme si la marque distinctive est valide
en comparant les données fournies par la HVS à
celles obtenues à partir de la marque distinctive du
site Web concerné, la marque distinctive étant alors
validée si les données correspondent ; et
la validation de la marque distinctive est communi-
quée à l’utilisateur (214).

2. Procédé de vérification de marque distinctive selon
la revendication 1, dans lequel le site Web comprend
un certificat numérique.

3. Procédé de vérification de marque distinctive selon
la revendication 2, dans lequel le certificat numéri-
que comprend des données permettant l’affichage
de la marque distinctive (14).

4. Système de vérification de marque distinctive per-
mettant la vérification d’une marque distinctive d’un
site Web, le système comprenant un dispositif utili-
sateur (4), un dispositif commerçant (6) et un dispo-
sitif de vérification de marque distinctive (12), le dis-
positif utilisateur étant configuré pour activer un pro-
cédé de vérification de marque distinctive selon l’une
quelconque des revendications 1 à 3.
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